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The $6T Black Folks Plan Reparations Plan for the USA is built on a framework that includes
already $194B in bank-based Community Benefit Agreements and the trillion of dollars in
Quantitative Easing authority in place currently.
This work draws on our email to the Civil Society Appeal To Member States on the 2020 FfD
Forum on March 30, 2020. The civil society organizations listed at the end of this letter and the
Commonwealth of the African Diaspora wish to encourage the UN Member States, Civil Society
and those who will participate during the remaining period of the International Decade for
People of African Descent under its theme of "People of African descent: recognition, justice,
and development" to help lead to full recovery of the world economy from the COVID-19 global
emergency.
This work is based on the proposed creation of the African Diaspora Directorate (AfDiDi) in our
submission to the 24th session of the Working Group of Experts on People of African Descent
(WGEPAD) public session entitled “Data for Racial Justice” held in Geneva from 25-29 March
2019.
The Global Black Folks Plan is based on the AfDiDI co-Founders Friends of the African
Union, participation, at the invitation of the International Chamber of Commerce, in the
International Business Forum on July 14th, 2015 at the Third Financing for Development
Conference, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia July 2015.
We updated that $5T work in a presentation we presented the U.S. Government United Periodic
Review NGO Consultation Event on Monday, January 27, 2020, at the U.S. State Department,
presided over by the Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor’s Acting Principal
Assistant Secretary Scott Busby. AfDiDi did deliver remarks around its now $6T Black
Folks Plan Reparations proposal based on this statement President Trump said in remarks at
the 2019 National Historically Black Colleges and Universities Week Conference on September
10, 2019, "The first and highest duty of government is to take care of its own citizens. African
Americans built this nation through generations of blood, sweat, and tears. And you, like all of
our citizens, are entitled to a government that puts your needs, your interests, and your families
first."
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Following that, we have built on that a $6T Proposal committed to addressing any legacy of
institutionalized and systematic racism against people of African Heritage, in the USA and that
the US State Department responded to on Nov 12th, 2020 on how they expected us to respond
to our unsolicited proposal,
We agree with Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. who said, "Freedom is never voluntarily given by
the oppressor; it must be demanded by the oppressed."
Now with a $30T Global Black Folks Plan in light of the Global Pandemic and needs of the world
exposed in the work of the WGEPAD, Third Financing for Development Conference and the
Sustainable Development Goals..
The $30T Global Black Folks Plan is our demand to meet the demands of the world and
will deliver an implementation plan by no later than August 25th, 2021. In it, we include
executive action by the United States Government, including a Federal Reserve
Quantitative Easing based debt purchasing program (The Daniels IDIQ), as part of the
proposed public-private partnership (P3), a superset of United Nations Sustainable
Development Goal 17.
It is meant to be a solution, in part, of the Global Pandemic and for the fundamental injustice,
cruelty, brutality, and inhumanity of African people enslaved in chattel slavery from about
700AD. We do this work, in part, as Americans who is one of the 14 nations who are signatories
to the Treaty of Berlin (1885) and its updates, and by our action, we can address the damage
incurred by past and current government and private sector action against freed African slaves
and their descendants and subsequently de jure and de facto of institutionalized systematic
racial and economic discrimination against citizens of African Heritage.

It can be a stimulus to the Global Economy that is judicious and can
be implemented at a specialized Financing for Development (FfD)
Forum during a 2021 Permanent Forum for People of African Descent
called by national sponsors.
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Under our plan based on civil society action in a P3 using the FfD process that can be
simultaneously universal in the development of its $30T Global Black Folks Plan use of
proceeds with over $9T for restructuring global response to the global health emergency
and the exposed institutional disparities, it has exposed.
Our Black Folks Plan Domestic Health Care Program will constitute a P3 healthcare service
demonstration whose operations work for all and aims to eliminate continual all racial and ethnic
discrimination in health care for People of African Descent. This partnership would also focus on
the health of youth, veterans, and People with Disabilities. To effect this method, we must
contemplate a broad framework that is sustainable, strong, and serviceable. Our model will build
on the current national health care delivery system structures that operate using challenging
principles guided by how we finance, organize, practice, distribute, and deliver health care
services.
We do this work through the AfDiDi Secretariat Health Care Council convened by Glendora
Claybrooks, Ph.D. Candidate, GCPM, and MHA. She is a GIAC Certified Project Manager
(GCPM) whose certification validates a practitioner's knowledge of technical project
management methodology and implementation. GCPM certification holders have demonstrated
the critical skill sets associated with making projects successful, including effective
communication and time, cost, quality, procurement, and risk management of IT projects and
application development. In addition, she is the holder of a Master of Healthcare Administration
(MHA) whose master's-level professional degree is granted to students who complete a course
of study in the knowledge and competencies needed for careers in health administration,
involving the management of hospitals and other health services organizations, as well as public
health infrastructure and consulting.
Under her leadership, the African Diaspora Directorate Secretariat Health Care Council will work
in the coming years to achieve universal health coverage for People of African Descent in the
Global African Diaspora. Coverage will include financial risk protection and access to essential,
safe, effective, affordable, and high-quality health care services, medicines, and vaccines for all.
Our global public partner in this would include the Commonwealth of the African Diaspora
(Http://www.COAD.BLACK).
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We will call on the Member States and international institutions to take policy decisions based
on leadership from People of African Descent in a coordinated fashion, aware that sometimes
newly adopted policies may need to be adjusted as national situations spiral into further
distress.
In doing this work will support human rights based on the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and will use the United Nations Universal Periodic Review as our tool of
identifying problems and the Daniels IDIQ as the implementation of financial solutions
while FAU smartWISE Community Reinvestment Coalitions do so at a local, regional and
or state level and Sons and Daughters of African and or FAU Bureaus at national levels.
Signed by the African Diaspora Directorate, its affiliates, members along with co-founders Sons
and Daughters of Africa, the African American Agriculturalist Association, the Black Wall Street
Cooperative, Universal Negro Improvement Association and African Communities League and
Friends of the African Union and the Commonwealth of the African Diaspora.
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